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• A survey of MMS observations of Earth’s bow shock shows that reconnection is19
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• The primary consequence of reconnection in shocks is on magnetic topology, rather23

than heating.24
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Abstract25

We have conducted a comprehensive survey of burst mode observations of Earth’s bow26

shock by the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) mission to identify and characterise cur-27

rent sheets associated with collisionless shocks, with a focus on those containing fast elec-28

tron outflows, a likely signature of magnetic reconnection. The survey demonstrates that29

these thin current sheets are observed within the transition region of approximately 40%30

of shocks within the burst mode dataset of MMS. With only small apparent bias towards31

quasi-parallel shock orientations and high Alfvén Mach numbers, the results suggest that32

reconnection at shocks is a universal process, occurring across all shock orientations and33

Mach numbers. On examining the distributions of current sheet properties, we find no34

correlation between distance from the shock, sheet width or electron jet speed, though35

the relationship between electron and ion jet speed supports expectations of electron-36

only reconnection in the region. Furthermore, we find that robust heating statistics are37

not separable from background fluctuations, and thus the primary consequence of recon-38

nection at shocks is in relaxing the topology of the disordered magnetic field in the tran-39

sition region.40

1 Introduction41

Collisionless shocks are ubiquitous across astrophysical and space plasma environ-42

ments, including planetary and stellar bow shocks, interplanetary shocks in the solar wind,43

and supernova remnants (Burgess & Scholer, 2015). In reducing flows from super- to sub-44

sonic speeds, shocks in these environments must dissipate energy by “kinetic” plasma45

processes involving direct interaction of the ions and electrons with the electromagnetic46

fields. Understanding which microphysical processes are at play, and how, is critical for47

characterising particle heating and acceleration at shocks (Auer, Hurwitz, & Kilb, 1962;48

Gosling & Robson, 1985; Morse, Destler, & Auer, 1972). However, these phenomena are49

strongly dependent on shock parameters such as the Alfvén Mach number (MA), plasma50

beta (β), and the angle between the upstream magnetic field and shock normal (θBn)51

(Burgess & Scholer, 2015).52

Recent simulations of quasi-parallel shocks (θBn < 45◦) (Gingell et al., 2017) and53

perpendicular shocks (θBn = 90◦) (Bohdan, Niemiec, Kobzar, & Pohl, 2017; Matsumoto,54

Amano, Kato, & Hoshino, 2015) have shown that kinetic processes occurring within the55

shock foot can generate current sheets and magnetic islands. In these simulations, cur-56
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rent sheets and magnetic islands undergo magnetic reconnection, for which localised changes57

in magnetic topology result in rapid transfer of energy from fields to particles.58

In the standard model, typical of large-scale current sheets at the magnetopause,59

reconnection occurs within an electron-scale diffusion region (Burch et al., 2016; Vasyli-60

unas, 1975), while at ion scales coupled ions are ejected from the diffusion region as bi-61

directional jets (Gosling, Skoug, McComas, & Smith, 2005; Paschmann et al., 1979; Phan62

et al., 2000). Reconnection exhausts then extend to much larger scales. In turbulent plas-63

mas such as the magnetosheath or solar wind, magnetic reconnection is thought to play64

an important role in dissipation of energy at kinetic scales (Chasapis et al., 2018; Matthaeus65

& Lamkin, 1986; Retinò et al., 2007; Servidio, Matthaeus, Shay, Cassak, & Dmitruk, 2009;66

Sundkvist, Retinò, Vaivads, & Bale, 2007; Yordanova et al., 2016). In the case of tur-67

bulent reconnection, observations by Phan et al. (2018) have shown that in the magne-68

tosheath, reconnecting current sheets may not exhibit an ion exhaust at ion-scales or larger.69

Instead, the electron diffusion region encompasses the entire thin current sheet. This ob-70

servation contrasts with others in the magnetosheath, for which ion exhausts have been71

observed (Eastwood et al., 2018; Øieroset et al., 2017; Vörös et al., 2017).72

In the case presented by Gingell et al. (2017), the generation of reconnecting cur-73

rent sheets at a quasi-parallel shock was modulated by a cyclic self-reformation of the74

shock ramp, driven by reflected and back-streaming ions (Biskamp & Welter, 1972; Burgess,75

1989, 1995; Hada, Oonishi, Lembège, & Savoini, 2003; Krauss-Varban & Omidi, 1991;76

Scholer, Shinohara, & Matsukiyo, 2003). In combination, these kinetic processes lead to77

the formation of a distinct turbulent or disordered transition region close to the shock78

ramp, separating the solar wind from the magnetosheath proper. For the purposes of this79

study, the shock transition region encompasses the region over which shock driven pro-80

cesses generate structure and fluctuations both upstream and downstream of the shock81

ramp. This includes upstream structures associated with back-streaming and reflected82

ions (i.e. the foot), the shock ramp, the overshoot and undershoot and similar large am-83

plitude downstream fluctuations preceding the relatively quiescent magnetosheath. Within84

the transition region generated in the simulations by Gingell et al. (2017), magnetic is-85

lands merge by reconnection to form larger scale structures that are convected down-86

stream.87
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Recent observations of Earth’s bow shock by the Magnetospheric Multiscale mis-88

sion have confirmed that active reconnection is indeed occurring within the shock’s tran-89

sition region (Gingell et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), which extends from the shock foot90

and downstream of the shock ramp. Although these observations established the occur-91

rence of reconnection at shocks, further open questions remain. For example, although92

an encounter with an ion exhaust has been described by Wang et al. (2019), many of the93

structures observed to date only exhibit evidence of coupling to the electrons. For that94

subset of events, there are no associated ion outflow jets or coincident increases in the95

ion temperature. Observations of reconnection further downstream in the magnetosheath96

also show electron-only reconnection (Phan et al., 2018), thus raising the question of how97

reconnection at the shock is linked to similar turbulent reconnection processes in the mag-98

netosheath. However, for the cited shock observations, the current sheet widths are at99

ion scales rather than electron scales. Second, the shock reconnection case studies do not100

establish the frequency of this phenomenon, nor therefore its impact on energy re-partition101

at shocks. In the observations, the lack of ion response in some cases confirms that a hy-102

brid particle-in-cell model cannot fully capture the energetics of these structures.103

Given recent case studies of reconnection at the shock in both simulations and ob-104

servations, we must next asses the integrated impact of reconnection on shock dynam-105

ics and energetics by adopting a statistical approach to the analysis of spacecraft obser-106

vations. In this paper, we present a survey of current sheets exhibiting electron outflows107

(i.e. active reconnection sites) at Earth’s bow shock, observed during Phase 1 of the Mag-108

netospheric Multiscale mission (Burch et al., 2016). We examine the frequency of ob-109

servation of shock waves exhibiting reconnection, the parameters of those shocks, and110

the statistics of the properties of the reconnecting current sheets. The survey is there-111

fore able to target the following key questions: i) Which shock parameters and geome-112

tries lead to the generation of reconnecting current sheets? ii) Where does reconnection113

occur relative to the shock ramp? iii) What are the distributions of current sheet sizes114

and jet speeds, and how does that relate to the frequency of electron-only reconnection?115

iv) Do current sheets at the shock generate measurable heating signatures? We find that116

quasi-parallel and high-Mach number shocks generate more current sheets, that recon-117

nection at shocks is separable from the population of reconnection sites associated with118

turbulence of the magnetosheath, and that reconnecting current sheets are more com-119

mon in the downstream transition region than the foot. Furthermore, we show that cur-120
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rent sheet properties such as width and jet speed are uncorrelated, and that any ion re-121

sponse is typically much weaker than the electron response, supporting an electron-only122

reconnection model. Given that the temperature response is weak for both ions and elec-123

trons, we finally conclude that the energy released by reconnection is not often observ-124

able as heating local to the reconnection site. Thus we expect that the primary conse-125

quence of reconnection in the shock transition region is in relaxing the magnetic fluc-126

tuations generated in the shock foot and ramp.127

2 Survey Method128

The following survey is performed for all bow shock crossings during the period 7th129

October 2015 to 9th February 2017 for which all necessary burst data are available for130

all four MMS spacecraft. The survey period corresponds to MMS mission phases 1A and131

1B. Within that period, 223 shock crossings are available with sufficient burst data to132

conduct the following analysis. Electromagnetic field data are provided by the flux gate133

magnetometer (FGM) (Russell et al., 2016) and electric field double probe (EDP) (Lindqvist134

et al., 2016), both within the FIELDS suite (Torbert et al., 2016). Particle data have135

been provided by the Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016). The sam-136

pling frequency is 128Hz for the FGM magnetic fields, and 8kHz for the EDP electric137

fields. The full three-dimensional ion phase space is sampled by FPI every 0.15s, and the138

electron phase space is sampled every 0.03s.139

For each burst interval containing a shock, the shock parameters are determined140

by the following method:141

1. The times at which the spacecraft MMS1 crosses the shock ramp and the bound-142

ary between the transition region and magnetosheath (if apparent) are chosen man-143

ually by inspection of the magnetic field and particle moments. Time tsh corre-144

sponds to the shock ramp, i.e. the boundary between the solar wind and shock145

transition region which extends downstream. Time ttr corresponds to the bound-146

ary between the shock transition region and the magnetosheath.147

2. Upstream, downstream and transition region plasma parameters are then deter-148

mined using the mean of the fields and moments in the intervals upstream of tsh,149

downstream of ttr, and between tsh and ttr respectively.150
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3. The shock normal n̂sh, shock speed vsh, and orientation θBn are determined by151

three separate methods: i) performing a four-spacecraft timing analysis (Schwartz,152

1998) on the electron number density time series, across a 4s interval centred on153

the shock ramp time tsh; ii) using the Peredo shock model (Peredo, Slavin, Mazur,154

& Curtis, 1995) given the upstream solar wind conditions for the interval upstream155

of tsh, and scaled to the position of MMS1; and iii) using the magnetic field and156

electron bulk velocities upstream and downstream of the shock, given the require-157

ments set by co-planarity theorem (Abraham-Shrauner, 1972; Schwartz, 1998).158

4. The Alfvén Mach number MA is derived for each interval from the mean fields and159

electron bulk plasma parameters for the period upstream of the shock ramp, i.e.160

MA = ve · n̂sh/vA,upstream.161

Within each burst interval containing a bow shock crossing, candidate reconnec-162

tion sites are identified by the following method:163

1. A time series of the current density is obtained from the curl of the magnetic field,164

using the magnetic field data from FGM for the four MMS spacecraft (Robert,165

Dunlop, Roux, & Chanteur, 1998).166

2. The algorithm identifies time intervals for which the magnitude of the current den-167

sity exceeds three times the standard deviation calculated from the full burst in-168

terval. A Gaussian filter of width 0.08s is applied to the time series of the mag-169

nitude of the current density prior to this test in order to ensure that regions of170

strong currents are not split within a given structure.171

3. Each contiguous time interval for which |J | > 3σJ is uniquely labelled. Within172

each of those intervals, the maximum of |J | and corresponding half-maxima are173

identified. The interval between bounding half-maxima of the peak in |J | is con-174

sidered the current-carrying region.175

4. A coordinate system for each strong current interval is found using minimum vari-176

ance analysis (Gosling & Phan, 2013; Phan et al., 2018), identifying the maximum177

(L), intermediate (M) and minimum (N) variance directions of the magnetic field178

from the FGM magnetic field data over the current-carrying region.179

5. The algorithm then identifies an event as a candidate active reconnection site if180

the following conditions are met: i) the sign of the maximum variance component181

of the magnetic field BL changes sign across the current carrying region, ii) there182
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is a peak in the L-component of the electron bulk velocity VeL within the current183

carrying region that deviates from the mean by more than one standard devia-184

tion. That deviation of the bulk velocity is expected to correspond to an electron185

outflow jet.186

Finally, we determine the properties of each candidate reconnection event identi-187

fied by the survey algorithm as discussed in each relevant section. Following the auto-188

mated survey, a manual inspection of each candidate event was performed eliminate false189

or ambiguous identifications. In order to be considered a positive observation, a given190

candidate must display the following features: i) it is not part of a periodic structure,191

such as a wave; ii) there is a significant peak in the electron bulk velocity in the max-192

imum variance direction VeL, which is within the bounds of the magnetic field reversal193

and well distinguished from fluctuations outside the sheet; iii) current density is predom-194

inantly in the intermediate variance M -direction; and iv) the L-component of the mag-195

netic field δBL and electron bulk velocity δVeL
√
µ0mpn are not similarly correlated across196

the current carrying region. We note that criteria (iv) is line with the Walen test, for197

which we expect to see a change in sign of the correlation across the field reversal. How-198

ever, a strict change in sign may not be observed if the electron outflow is offset (as may199

be the case for asymmetric or guide field reconnection. In ambiguous cases, we may also200

examine the eigenvalues of the coordinate transform matrix generated by the minimum201

variance analysis, in order to ensure that the minimum and intermediate variance direc-202

tions are not degenerate. A poor quality minimum variance analysis in this regard in-203

dicates that an observed structure is not quasi-1D, i.e. it is not sheet-like.204

An example of a reconnecting current sheet identified by the survey is shown in Fig-205

ure 1. In this case, the field reversal is observed approximately 30s before the spacecraft206

crosses the shock ramp from the magnetosheath into the solar wind. The shock orien-207

tation (determined using a shock model) is θBn ∼ 85◦, and MA ∼ 2. Panel (k) demon-208

strates that the correlation between the L components of the magnetic field and elec-209

tron velocity reverses across the electron jet, satisfying the Walen test for the observa-210

tion of active reconnection (Gosling et al., 2005). Panel (i) demonstrates that there is211

a peak in the electron temperature coincident with the current sheet, suggesting that the212

plasma is heating as a result of reconnection.213
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Figure 1. An example of an active reconnection site identified close to the bow shock crossing

observed by MMS1 on 23rd December 2016 at 08:48:40UTC. Panels (a)-(d), for the full burst

interval: magnetic field in GSE coordinates; current density in GSE coordinates; spectrogram of

the ion differential energy flux; spectrogram of the electron differential energy flux. Dashed black

lines show the locations of the shock ramp and edge of the transition region, and dashed magenta

lines show the boundaries of the example interval. Panels (e)-(k), showing a close-up of an auto-

matically identified reconnection site: magnetic field in minimum variance coordinates LMN, bulk

electron (solid) and ion (dashed) velocities; current density from the curl of the magnetic field;

the difference between ion and electron bulk velocities; electron temperature; ion temperature;

magnetic field fluctuations δBL and velocity fluctuations δvL/
√
µ0ρ over-plotted to highlight

the location of outflows with respect to field reversals. Panel (l): the trajectory of the MMS

spacecraft through the example current sheet.
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3 Results214

The automated survey identified 904 candidate reconnection events within the avail-215

able shock crossings. Of the potential observations, the manual search identified 212 as216

current sheets. However, 47 of those structures did not show clear evidence of active re-217

connection, i.e. there we no significant electron or ion jets. Thus, the survey identified218

165 actively reconnecting current sheets. These reconnecting current sheets were observed219

at 90 shocks out of the 223 shock crossings included in the survey. Hence, reconnection220

is captured by MMS at 40% of shocks observed during Phase 1 of the mission.221

The full list of 165 active reconnection events is given in the Supplemental Mate-222

rial, each with associated shock parameters and current sheet properties.223

3.1 Shock Parameters224

Given that reconnection has only been observed within 40% of shock crossings dur-225

ing Phase 1A of the MMS mission, it is important to quantify the kinds of shocks that226

can generate active reconnection sites within the transition region. The distributions of227

key shock parameters θBn and MA are shown in Figure 2. The distribution of shock ori-228

entation θBn is shown for all three methods calculated within the survey: co-planarity229

theorem, timing analysis and the Peredo shock model (see section 2).230

We note that different methods of determining the shock orientation θBn produce231

significantly different distributions. Since non-stationary and non-planar structure within232

the shock ramp such as ripples and shock reformation (Gingell et al., 2017) can cause233

local, ion-scale deviations in the shock orientation, timing analysis is unlikely to prop-234

erly capture the global orientation of the shock for quasi-parallel shocks. Hence, we con-235

sider the shock model method (third column in Figure 2) to be most reliable. We de-236

fine the distribution function Pall(x) as the probability of observing a given parameter237

x across all 223 shocks included in the survey. Likewise, we define the distribution func-238

tion Prec(x) as the probability of observing a given parameter x across only those 90 shocks239

for which at least one current sheet with an electron outflow was observed. The prob-240

ability distribution Pall(θBn,model) in this case demonstrates that parallel shocks are less241

commonly observed by MMS than quasi-perpendicular shocks. This is expected given242

that intervals containing parallel shocks are more difficult to identify as clear, thin bound-243
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ary layers, and are thus less likely to be selected for downlink during the data selection244

process.245

The bottom row of Figure 2 shows a ratio of the probability distribution of shock246

parameters for all observed shocks and for those exhibiting signatures of reconnection,247

Prec/Pall. For Prec/Pall > 1, for example, a given parameter range is more common within248

the population of shocks exhibiting current sheets with electron outflows. We find that249

Prec/Pall ≈ 1 across all parameter ranges within the given errors, for both θBn and MA.250

This suggests that reconnection within the shock transition layer is a universal process.251

However, from the distributions of θBn,timing, θBn,model and MA, we observe small bi-252

ases towards quasi-parallel and high Mach number shocks. This suggests that non-stationary253

processes and instabilities, observed more frequently at quasi-parallel and/or high Mach254

number shocks, may lead to the generation of more current sheets, but uniquely quasi-255

parallel shock phenomena cannot be solely responsible for the occurrence of conditions256

conducive for reconnection.257

3.2 Sheet Locations258

On examining the location of each identified reconnection site with respect to geo-259

centric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, we find (as expected) that the current sheets260

are observed in a band approximately 10−12RE resembling the bow shock geometry,261

restricted by the orbits of MMS during Phase 1A. The spatial distribution is not shown262

in this paper, though the data are included in the supplemental material.263

A histogram of the distribution of reconnection sites as a function of the time tsh264

between sheet observation and MMS1 crossing the bow shock ramp is shown in the left265

column of Figure 3, where tsh < 0 corresponds to the upstream solar wind region. Like-266

wise, the distribution of a “pseudo-distance” of a reconnection event from the shock ramp,267

given by Dsh = vshtsh, is shown in the right column. The shock velocity vsh is deter-268

mined by timing analysis on the shock ramp at tsh, as discussed in Section 3.1. Hence,269

for this section only, the dataset is down-sampled to include only those shocks for which270

the timing analysis returned valid (non-infinite) solutions. Furthermore, we note that271

there are significant errors associated with the pseudo-distance measure Dsh due to the272

assumption of a constant shock speed across the spacecraft, vsh. Owing to the dynamic273

nature of the system, the shock is not expected to continue to propagate at the same speed274
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Figure 2. Top row: histograms showing the probability across all 223 shocks in the survey

of observing a given shock orientation θBn, calculated using co-planarity theorem (left), timing

analysis (middle-left) and shock model (middle-right), along with Alfvén Mach number (right).

Middle row: histograms showing the probability of observing a given orientation or Mach number

for the 90 shocks at which at least one reconnecting current sheet was observed. Bottom row:

Ratio of the probabilities of orientation and Mach number for shocks exhibiting reconnection and

all shocks in the survey. The error bars represent a
√
N error, where N is the number of shocks

recorded within each bin.
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for the full length of a given burst interval. Hence, the error increases significantly with275

time, and pseudo-distance Dsh is likely to be a significant overestimate of the true dis-276

tance of an event from the shock ramp.277

The histograms demonstrate that the population of reconnection events is well lo-278

calised to the shock ramp, within 50s or ∼ 5RE . However, in order to remove selection279

biases, we must consider how long the spacecraft observed any given region of space. This280

is especially important since the data selection process biases towards burst modes that281

contain thin, easily-identifiable boundaries. The probabilities P (tsh) and P (Dsh) can then282

be weighted by the corresponding “dwell time” tdwell to provide a metric of how com-283

mon reconnection sites are at any given location. The dwell time is calculated by gen-284

erating a histogram of time (or pseudo-distance) from the shock for every burst mode285

interval included in the survey, multiplied by the interval width of each bin in the his-286

togram. The weighted distribution P (Dsh)/tdwell (Figure 3, bottom-right) thus demon-287

strates that there is a relatively numerous population of reconnection sites far downstream288

of the shock, beyond 5RE . We note that due to the short dwell times for this region, the289

statistical errors are large. Furthermore, given the the boundary between the transition290

region and the magnetosheath is not always clear, this downstream population may not291

be directly associated with the shock, and instead correspond to reconnection events ob-292

served within a turbulent magnetosheath.293

The width of the distribution in P (Dsh)/tdwell suggests that the shock transition294

region which generates current sheets with electron outflows has a mean width of approx-295

imately 5RE . However, we note that the width of the magnetosheath along the sub-solar296

point is expected to be of similar magnitude or less (Mejnertsen, Eastwood, Hietala, Schwartz,297

& Chittenden, 2018). As discussed above, the width of the sheet-generating region is likely298

to be overestimated by the pseudo-distance measure.299

Simulations of reconnection at high Mach number (MA > 40), perpendicular shocks300

by Matsumoto et al. (2015) and Bohdan et al. (2017) show that current sheets and mag-301

netic islands are generated upstream of the shock ramp, in the foot region. However, only302

12% of reconnecting current sheets identified by the survey were observed within the up-303

stream region (tsh < 0). The relatively low fraction of upstream current sheets may re-304

flect the differences in shock processes at the lower Mach numbers expected at Earth’s305

bow shock. It may also represent an under-estimate due to the difficulty in defining a306
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Figure 3. Top row: Histograms showing the probability distribution of the time (left) and

distances (right) of each reconnection site from the shock ramp. The distances are given in units

of Earth radii RE . The times and distances are negative upstream in the solar wind, and positive

downstream towards the magnetosheath. Middle: The dwell time of MMS1 at any given time

and distance from the shock, across all available shock crossings included in the survey. Bottom:

Probability distribution of the time and distance of reconnection sites from the shock, weighted

by the inverse of the dwell time to account for selection biases. The error bars represent a
√
N

error, where N is the number of events recorded within each bin.
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clear shock ramp for quasi-parallel shocks, and that some downstream events are likely307

associated with magnetosheath turbulence. However, the existence of a significant (or308

dominant) population of reconnecting current sheets downstream of the ramp is consis-309

tent with the hybrid simulations of quasi-parallel shocks reported by Gingell et al. (2017),310

for which instabilities in the foot generate magnetic islands that persist downstream of311

the ramp, in part due to the cyclic shock reformation cycle. The abundance of down-312

stream current sheets observed in this survey suggests that the mechanism observed by313

Gingell et al. (2017) may generate more current sheets over all. This is not unexpected314

given that the Mach number of the simulations reported by Gingell et al. (2017) (MA =315

8) is more typical of Earth’s bow shock.316

3.3 Sheet Properties317

In order to extract current sheet properties for each event selected by the survey,318

several fields and moments are fit to a Gaussian function fi,fit(t) = 〈f〉+∆f exp[−(t−319

tc)
2/(2σ2)], where 〈f〉 is the mean of the observed quantity for the given interval, and320

∆fi, tc and σi are free parameters corresponding to the peak height, peak centre and321

peak width respectively. The peak current density from the curlometer method Jfgm is322

determined from the height of the Gaussian fit to the medium variance component of323

the current density, JM . The spatial width of the sheet is given by L = σJM
〈Ve,N 〉, where324

〈Ve,N 〉 is the mean of the normal component of the electron velocity across the single event325

interval, and σJM
is the width of the Gaussian fit to the current density JM . We there-326

fore assume the validity of the Taylor hypothesis in determining current sheet width, i.e.327

the current sheets do not evolve significantly during the period over which they pass over328

the spacecraft. The speed of the electron jet and any observed ion jet are determined329

by the height of the Gaussian fits to the L-component of the bulk fields, given by ∆Ve,L330

and ∆Vi,L respectively.331

Distributions and correlations of current sheet properties are shown in Figure 4.332

Each panel includes two single-variable histograms and a bivariate histogram to exam-333

ine the correlation between two sheet properties. We can immediately determine from334

both the correlation coefficients r, and from the associated scatter plots, that correla-335

tions between current sheet properties are very weak. However, we note that this may336

be a result of the peak fitting associated with an automated survey; the errors in sheet337

properties are likely to be higher than for a manual treatment of each structure. Fur-338
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thermore, since the Taylor hypothesis may not be valid in some cases, especially for those339

within a turbulent medium, the distribution of the current sheet width at the smallest340

scales may be distorted.341

The lack of correlation between current sheet width L and distance from the shock342

Dsh (panel (f)) indicates that widening of current sheets does not occur as these struc-343

tures are convected towards the magnetosheath, though the corresponding signatures of344

active reconnection may not be detectable for sheets at large scales. Similarly, the lack345

of correlation between Dsh and either the peak current density Jfgm (panel (d)) or the346

electron jet speed VeL (panel (a)) may indicate that the shock generates a diverse pop-347

ulation of current sheets at the transition region within a short period of time, rather348

than generating the current sheets at a particular scale within a narrow layer. For ex-349

ample, the hybrid simulations presented by Gingell et al. (2017) show that current sheets350

and magnetic islands over multiple scales can be generated over a transition region span-351

ning several ion inertial lengths, during a period less than the ion cyclotron time.352

Panel (g) of Figure 4 shows the distribution of electron and ion jet speeds for the353

observed current sheets. In general, we find that the electron jets are significantly faster354

than their ion counterparts. For example, the mean electron jet speed is 1.4VA, while355

the mean ion jet speed is 0.25VA. The fastest electron jets are recorded at 5.5VA, while356

the fastest ion jets are recorded at only 1.5VA. Together with the low correlation coef-357

ficient, these results suggest that these current sheets strongly favour acceleration of elec-358

trons over ions. This is consistent with the observation of electron-only reconnection re-359

ported in the shock by Gingell et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2019), and in the magnetosheath360

by Phan et al. (2018). However, we note that electron-only reconnection in the sheath361

was observed for thinner current sheets with faster jets than in the shock transition re-362

gion.363

3.3.1 Guide Field364

The statistics of current sheet guide field angle are shown in Figure 5. Here, the365

guide field angle is estimated using the equation θguide = tan−1 (BL1/ 〈BM 〉)+tan−1 (BL2/ 〈BM 〉),366

where 〈BM 〉 is the mean of the intermediate variance component of the magnetic field367

across the current carrying region, and BL1,2 are the maximum variable components of368

the magnetic field at the leading and trailing edge of the current carrying region. For369
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of reconnection site properties for all combinations of the electron jet

speed VeL (top row), the current sheet width L/de (middle row, right column), the peak current

density from the curlometer method Jfgm (bottom row, middle column), and the pseudo-distance

of the current sheet from the shock ramp Dsh (left column). Histograms of each quantity are

also given at the end of each respective row and column. Each scatter plot is overlaid on a 2D

histogram of the same data, with the number in each given bin displayed in the colour bar above

each panel. Black dashed lines in each scatter represent the means. The correlation coefficient

r is also given for each pair of current sheet properties. The error bars represent a
√
N error,

where N is the number of events recorded within each bin. Note that the dataset for the plots in

the left column is reduced to only those for which the shock ramp timing analysis returned valid

results.
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Figure 5. Histogram of the guide field angle θguide for all current sheets with electron outflow

recorded by the survey. The error bars represent a
√
N errors, where N is the number of events

recorded within each bin.

an anti-parallel current sheet with zero guide field, θguide = 180◦. If the guide field BM370

dominates, θguide → 0. The resulting distribution demonstrates that a broad range of371

guide field angles are observed for reconnecting current sheets. This is consistent with372

the generation of a broad geometry of structures from a turbulent or disordered region,373

rather than generation of current sheets from a coherent, highly-ordered instability that374

occurs for a favoured geometry. However, near anti-parallel current sheets with large guide375

field angles θguide > 90◦ are slightly less common.376
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3.3.2 Flow Structure377

In the classical picture of a reconnecting current sheet, the observation of a strong378

unipolar signature in the electron (or ion) velocity in the maximum variance direction379

suggests that a spacecraft has crossed an outflow or jet associated with active reconnec-380

tion. However, for many of the events included in this analysis we observe significant elec-381

tron flows that are bipolar or tripolar. Examples of each kind of structure are shown in382

Figure 6. Of the events identified by the survey, 53% have unipolar electron jets, 38%383

are bipolar, and the remaining 9% are tripolar. A bipolar structure in the bulk electron384

velocity may indicate an observation of field-aligned electron flow towards the x-line on385

the other side of the separatrix from the jet (Eastwood et al., 2018; Øieroset et al., 2016;386

Phan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019), or in the most serendipitous cases the spacecraft387

may be observing oppositely directed outflow jets on crossing an electron diffusion re-388

gion. A tripolar structure may indicate observation of field-aligned electron flow towards389

the x-line on opposite sides of the Hall scale reconnection region. It is also important to390

recognise these variations in current sheet and flow structure may instead be a feature391

of current sheets associated with the disordered transition region of shock waves, or even392

with complex motion of the x-line relative to the spacecraft. Unusual structures may also393

appear in cases for which the Taylor hypothesis is invalid, i.e. during the period over which394

the spacecraft traverses the jet, there is significant temporal evolution of the current sheet395

or a background turbulent medium. Hence, careful comparison to observations of tur-396

bulent reconnection in the solar wind and magnetosheath will be important for charac-397

terising these structures in future studies.398

3.3.3 Heating & Inflow Energy399

In order to quantify the heating occurring during shock reconnection events, we must400

examine the distributions of localised changes in the electron and ion temperatures as401

in Figure 7. Given the significant fluctuations of the temperature moments in the shock402

transition region, a simple Gaussian fit to the time series is not reliable. Instead, we first403

perform a 1s wide boxcar zero-phase digital filter to de-trend the data. The peak tem-404

perature changes ∆Te,i are then determined by fitting a Gaussian function to the de-trended405

data, and extracting the height.406
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Figure 6. Structure of electron outflows on passing three current sheets identified by the

survey. Time series show fluctuations of the maximum variance component of the magnetic field

(black), electron bulk velocity (blue) and ion bulk velocity (red). Panel (a) shows a strong unipo-

lar electron jet, panel (b) shows bipolar electron flows, and panel (c) shows tripolar electron flows

in the current carrying region, bounded by vertical dotted lines.
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Figure 7. Scatter plots (red) and 2D histograms (grey) of the peak temperature change ∆T ,

showing relationships between (a) parallel and perpendicular electron temperature changes. As in

Figure 4, we also include 1D histograms of each quantity, and overlay dashed lines representing

the means. The correlation coefficients r are given in the top right of each panel. The error bars

represent a
√
N error, where N is the number of events recorded within each bin.

In examining the electron response in Panel (a), we find that both the parallel and407

perpendicular temperatures have positive means, with ∆Te ≈ 2eV . However, the mean408

of the heating in each component is less than the width of the respective distributions,409

indicating that many events appear to cool. Additionally, extreme events appear to favour410

isotropic heating for which ∆Te,par ≈ ∆Te,perp. Similar isotropy is seen for the ions in411

panel (b), and indeed the correlation coefficient for ∆Ti,par and ∆Ti,perp is largest among412

those shown in the paper. However there is no clear bias towards heating. Indeed, the413

mean perpendicular temperature chance ∆Te,perp is negative. This may be representa-414

tive of the electron-only coupling previously observed at shock reconnection sites (Gin-415

gell et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). We note that the width of these distributions may416

be indicative of the difficulty in fitting peaks across regions with significant inhomogene-417

ity in the background.418

In evaluating the heating across a current sheet, it is most instructive to compare419

the mean temperature change across the sheet with the magnetic inflow energy, miV
2
AL,inflow.420

The asymmetric inflow Alfvén speed energy for each potential current sheet is given by421

VAL,inflow = 1
2 [B1B2(B1+B2)/mpµ0(n1B2+n2B1)] (Cassak & Shay, 2007; Swisdak &422

Drake, 2007). Magnetic field and number densities B1,2 and n1,2 are taken at the edges423
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of the current carrying region, where the magnitude of the current density has reduced424

to half its peak value.425

Surveys of magnetic reconnection at the magnetopause have shown that the change426

in the mean electron temperature is given by δTe ∼ 0.017miV
2
AL,inflow (Phan et al.,427

2013), and the change in the mean ion temperature is given by δTe ∼ 0.13miV
2
AL,inflow428

(Phan et al., 2014). Given that this amount of heating was also observed for the shock429

reconnection event described by Gingell et al. (2019), it is reasonable that this trend might430

be observed in the histograms of the ratio δT/miV
2
AL,inflow shown in Figure 8. However,431

for both electrons and ions the expected ratios 0.017 and 0.13 respectively are much smaller432

than the width of the distribution. This is probably because fluctuations associated with433

the inhomogeneous structure of the transition region are generally much larger than the434

expected temperature changes for the observed magnetic inflow energies. Indeed, in many435

of the events δT even exceeds the magnetic inflow energy. We are therefore unable to436

extract a useful comparison of the bulk particle heating observed at the magnetopause437

to that observed at current sheets embedded in the shock transition region.438

4 Conclusions439

An automated survey of Magnetospheric Multiscale’s burst mode data has been440

used to identify and characterise more than one hundred current sheets with electron out-441

flows associated with the Earth’s bow shock. These electron outflows are indicative of442

active reconnection occurring within the shock foot and the transition region extending443

downstream of the shock. However, we note that for this study we do not limit the search444

to only those events which show evidence of crossing the reconnection diffusion region.445

The survey demonstrates that at least one current sheet with electron outflow is observed446

by MMS for approximately 40% of shocks. These observations are found to occur across447

the full range of shock orientations θBn and Alfvén Mach numbers MA, suggesting that448

reconnection is a universal process in shocks. However, analysis of the distribution of shock449

parameters among those that exhibit current sheets with electron flows, as compared to450

the distribution of all observed shocks, shows that quasi-parallel and high Mach num-451

ber shocks may generate slightly more reconnecting current sheets than quasi-perpendicular452

and low Mach number shocks. This implies that while reconnection at shocks is not solely453

driven by phenomena that are more strongly associated with a given range of shock ge-454

ometries (or Mach numbers), such as SLAMS in the quasi-parallel case (Schwartz et al.,455
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1992), these mechanisms may enhance the generation of current sheets. Furthermore,456

given that quasi-parallel shocks generally have stronger fluctuations and turbulent struc-457

tures than quasi-perpendicular shocks, it can be more difficult to identify reconnection458

sites embedded within the inhomogeneous medium. For that reason, the slight bias to-459

wards quasi-parallel shock observed within the collected dataset may be an underesti-460

mate, i.e. a more significant bias is likely.461

Analysis of the location of active reconnection sites associated with shock waves462

has shown that the phenomenon is localised to the shock, and thus separated from tur-463

bulent reconnection occurring in the magnetosheath (Phan et al., 2018; Stawarz et al.,464

2019). This is consistent with the expectations set by hybrid simulations of Earth’s bow465

shock presented by Gingell et al. (2017), which show that reconnection sites are gener-466

ated on sub-ion timescales in a transient, localised transition region. However, it is yet467

unclear whether magnetosheath reconnection occurs via similar processes, i.e. genera-468

tion of relaxing, coherent structures within a relatively narrow band of scales, or whether469

it is the end point of an active turbulent cascade. Indeed, current sheets in magnetosheath470

observations reported by Phan et al. (2018) are much thinner and with faster electron471

jets than those found by this survey (see Figure 4(c)). Given that only 12% of reconnect-472

ing current sheets identified by the survey are observed upstream of the shock ramp, and473

that observation of reconnection is more common at quasi-parallel shocks, we are able474

to conclude that the mechanism for generation of current sheets seen in high Mach num-475

ber (MA > 40), perpendicular simulations by Matsumoto et al. (2015) and Bohdan et476

al. (2017) (i.e. via turbulence generated by the ion Weibel instability within the shock477

foot), is unlikely to dominate across the shock parameter space observed at Earth’s bow478

shock.479

The survey presented here appears to favour current sheets which couple prefer-480

entially to the electrons, exhibiting relatively weak ion jets and ion heating. This is con-481

sistent with earlier observations of individual reconnection events in the shock (Gingell482

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019), and in the magnetosheath (Phan et al., 2018). Fully ki-483

netic particle-in-cell simulations have shown that electron-only reconnection can occur484

for sufficiently small current sheets (Sharma Pyakurel et al., 2019). This further supports485

a model for which electron-only reconnection sites are generated at shocks on sub-ion486

timescales in a relatively narrow region of the transition layer.487
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Given that temperature statistics are difficult to extract from the noise for most488

events, for both electrons and ions, we observe that the primary consequence of recon-489

nection at shocks is with respect to the magnetic topology. That is, the complex con-490

nectivity of the magnetic field generated by instabilities in the shock foot and ramp is491

relaxed rapidly, within the disordered transition region which separates the shock region492

from the magnetosheath. Despite the difficulty in extracting trends in the temperature,493

we reiterate that some events do display localised heating commensurate with expecta-494

tions set by observations of magnetopause reconnection, such as those reported by Gin-495

gell et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2019). Furthermore, Gingell et al. (2019) reported a grad-496

ual 7eV rise in the electron temperature across the transition region, which is not yet497

accounted for by the statistics presented here. This suggests that energy released by re-498

connection may be thermalised non-locally (though within the transition region) further499

complicating the process of extracting meaningful heating statistics within the disordered,500

inhomogeneous plasma.501

In order more completely assess the integrated impact of magnetic reconnection502

on energy partition at collisionless shocks, we must still establish global trends in the struc-503

ture of the transition region. For example, do shocks with more observations of current504

sheets with electron outflow exhibit a greater rise in the temperature across the tran-505

sition region? We also seek a quantification of the density of reconnection sites within506

the shock transition region, given their frequency and three-dimensional extent.507
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